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CS 1872 - 14lt Antique Perry chandelier 
with traditional “step” cutting Two 
tiers with 7 solid lead crystal S arms 
and kick arms. Wilkinson’s have 
faithfully restored this chandelier and 

Cs1800 

With the closure of the HRW Antiques showroom in Chelsea Harbour Design Centre, we have returned the lighting to 
our workshops in Kent and in our office we currently have a fantastic range hanging above our heads! If ever you would 
like to see them in person then please feel free to visit, for now, I can show you just a few of the items we have. 

CS 1871 - 10 light moulded Georgian 
style chandelier made in grey tinted 
English lead crystal with hand cut 
crystal drops. Inspired by an original 
that hung in the Gdansk Museum. 
 

CS 1800 - A late 19th century crystal 
chandelier by F&C Osler (OF1430). 
10 arms arranged on two tiers with 
a further row of serpent arms above 
Dressed in link pear drops, with 
original silver plated metalwork. 
 

CS1879 - Large circular solid cast 
brass lantern in gold lacquered 
finish with 3 internal lights 
Available in 4 sizes 

CS1881 - 6lt reproduction Perry 
chandelier. Rope twist arms are 
dressed with round buttons, pointed 
on each side, with pear shaped 

pendant. The solid brass metalwork 
is silver plated and clear lacquered. 
 

CS 1807 - Osler & Faraday 
reproduction 2 branch brass wall light.  
Supplied in any finish and wired with 
either French candles as illustrated or 
lamp holders with card candle tubes. 
 

CS 1872 - 14lt Antique Perry 
chandelier, with traditional “step” 
cutting. Arranged on two tiers with 
solid lead crystal S arms and kick arms. 
Dressed with round double pointed 
buttons and cut crystal pear pendants. 
 


